STUDENT ART COLLECTION
January 22 – February 23, 2018

Katie Birmingham Corbett :: Rose Comaduran :: Elicia Epstein :: Araceli Garcia :: Aliyana Gewirtzman :: Karen Herrera :: Naqiya Hussain :: Jing Jin :: Lucas Littlejohn :: Charlie Neibel :: Estela Sanchez :: Filip Skrzesinski :: Sarit Snyder :: Makaela Stephens

Estela Sanchez, Pollo (left), Araceli Garcia, Mop (right), from the series Chonies, 2017

Jing Jin, 2014

Naqiya Hussain, (Untitled (from a series of prominent Pakistani politicians from 1985-2008)), 2008

Filip Skrzesinski, ((still), here), 2017

Sarit Snyder, (It’s Always Snack Time When You’re Always Hungry), 2017

Aliyana Gewirtzman, (Swing Set), 2012
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Charlie Neibel, 2015

Rose Comaduran, 2012

Elicia Epstein, (The Orb), 2015

Katie Birmingham Corbett, (4:30 PM), 2017

Lucas Littlejohn, (Ripple Street Sanctuary), 2017

Karen Herrera, (Traviesa), 2015

Makaela Stephens, (MURRAY), 2017